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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an early up-front demonstration of
function analysis for team problem solving.  It presents a
problem solving exercise with three function analysis
examples to show that The Way to conduct function
analysis is really many ways.  This paper is a sequel to a
1993 SAVE Proceedings paper, “Value Assessment of
Team Problem Solving.”

INTRODUCTION

Function analysis is the principle means for
individuals and teams to achieve extraordinary problem
solving, outstanding outcomes with superior value.

Function analysis provides a multi-dimensional
structure to study, both separately and together, partially or
completely, numerous existing and alternative value
solutions at many different levels of abstraction.

Most problems have many solutions, so many that
they can overwhelm us.  The analysis of function, top-down
or bottom-up or both, is a systematic disciplined means to
better address these many solutions.  When function
analysis is inadequately performed or is not performed at
all, quite often symptoms are solved rather than root causes,
real requirements and expectations.

The systematic disciplined analysis of function
differentiates Value Engineering (VE) from other problem
solving methods.  Function analysis understanding and use
can be difficult for both VE practitioners and participants.

Before working VE projects, function analysis
training and education are essential.  Early instruction
during the beginning hours of a study, seminar or workshop
allows VE practitioners and participants to obviate function
analysis difficulties that occur while working live projects.

EXERCISE

A brief introduction of function analysis with a VE
study job plan is presented before value program
participants perform an up front “ice breaker” problem
solving exercise.  Because exercise problem solving is
similar to live project problem solving, exercise problem
solving helps value practitioners to really know and
positively respond to individual and team weaknesses and
strengths.

For example, not infrequently the exercise
approach taken to problem solving by value program
participants lacks a needed and thorough function analysis.
Problem solving performed under real world conditions
sometimes skips VE study job plan steps needed to first
analyze, brainstorm and evaluate project functions.  The
result invariably is a less than satisfactory low value
outcome.

Exercise problem solving excites and motivates
value program participants.  As will be shown, it also can
and should be applied to improve individual and team
knowledge and use of function analysis.

"Lost at Sea"

With your private yacht slowly sinking after a
fire of unknown origin, you are adrift in the South Pacific,
“Lost at Sea,” approximately 1000 miles south-southwest
from the nearest land.  You have a serviceable rubber life
raft with oars large enough for yourself and crew.

You and crew together have 1 package of
cigarettes, several books of matches and 5 one dollar bills.
You all also have 15 additional items.  The exercise
problem to be solved is to rank these 15 additional items by
considering their survival value.



Similar Exercises

Other similar problem solving exercises nearly
identical to the “Lost at Sea” exercise are available but only
the “Lost at Sea” problem solving exercise is presented
here.

The other similar problem solving survival
exercises, such as “Lost on the Moon,” are interchangeable
with the “Lost at Sea” exercise.  They all require correct
ranking of the 15 survival items, performed first by team
members as individuals, and then again by team members
working together to reach a consensus, a genuine accord by
all team members.

Early Up-Front Instruction Essential

As previously mentioned, not infrequently the
approach taken by problem solving participants lacks a
needed and thorough function analysis.  The “Lost at Sea”
exercise demonstrates this difficulty early up-front before
live projects are worked.

Rather than first determining function and value,
VE participants invariably rank the 15 survival items
immediately, not withstanding that an instruction review of
function analysis and the VE study job plan are given just
before starting the “Lost at Sea” exercise.  That is,
participants skip both function analysis and job plan steps,
when problem solving as individuals as well as when
problem solving together as team members.

Many new and some veteran value program
participants simply do not perform problem solving
exercises in a systematic disciplined manner and do not
conduct a thorough function analysis.  The result is that
participants frequently disagree with each other and with
the Officers of the United States Merchant Marine who
determined the “correct” ranking list for the 15 survival
items of the “Lost at Sea” problem.

It is within this real setting of value program
participant frustration, following less than satisfactory “Lost
at Sea” problem solving exercise results, that value
practitioners have an excellent JIT (Just-In-Time)
opportunity.  It is the time for value practitioners to provide
additional “learn by doing” training and education before
starting live projects.

At this early stage of a value study, seminar or
workshop, function analysis training and retraining is the
right thing at the right time to do.  The following three
“Lost at Sea” function analysis examples are representative
of this JIT “learn by doing” approach.

FUNCTION ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Of the three function analysis examples
presented, the first is relatively easy.  The next two are more
difficult but are more informative.  These three function
analysis examples analyze, brainstorm and evaluate “Lost
at Sea” survival items to reveal their ranked survival value.
The three examples demonstrate to individuals and teams
alike cardinal requirements and benefits of function analysis
for team problem solving.

“Butcher Paper” Documentation

Value program participants are reminded to
think before acting.  In this case, before value ranking each
of the 15 survival items, they are requested to consider
many functions required for survival and to document these
needed survival functions in a format of active verbs with
measurable descriptive nouns.

Judgment is required for ranking.  Because
suspended judgment improves creativity and free
unconstrained associative thinking, immediately ranking
functions as they are documented on “butcher paper” is not
recommended.



No additional instructions are given other than
to request teams organize their own team functions.  That
is, each value team must assign positions of responsibility to
its members such as chairperson, scribe, gatekeeper and
presenter.  Each team also must review and tailor its own
operating norms.

Even though its function analysis frequently is
incomplete, “butcher paper” documentation is a “starter”
toward more disciplined function analysis problem solving
by both individuals and teams.  A typical example of this
relatively simple function analysis is shown.

FAST DIAGRAM

Over the years the Function Analysis System
Technique has been expanded and improved with many
variants making it increasingly complex.  However, FAST
fundamentals remain deceptively easy:

“How” reads to right
“Why” reads to left
Basic function of a project or product is highest
order primary function within scope lines

Having functions documented on “butcher
paper” allows both individuals and teams to more rapidly

and easily create a FAST diagram.  Instructions for FAST
diagram creation are simple and concise:

Identify primary functions
Identify secondary functions
Construct FAST diagram

The FAST diagram is an important step for
thorough and effective function analysis problem solving by
both individuals and teams.  It systematically connects and
illustrates “How” and “Why” bi-directional
interrelationships of many functions.  The FAST diagram
shown is a typical example.



Function Structure Chart

The functions listed by a function structure chart
fully meet the primary overall objective of a project or
product.  Unlike some “butcher paper” documentations and
FAST diagrams, a completed function structure chart at
each of its function levels captures all the functions required
to meet objectives 100%.

A function structure chart offers a “middle-of-
the-road” approach to function analysis.  That is,
constructing a function chart is more difficult than “butcher
paper” documentation but frequently is less difficult than a
FAST diagram.

Similar to FAST diagram creation, having
functions documented on “butcher paper” allows both
individuals and teams to more rapidly and easily construct
a function structure chart.  Instructions for function
structure chart preparation also are simple and concise:

Determine overall function objective
Identify top-down all level 1 and subsequent
functions

Identify bottom-up all level N and subsequent
functions

Function structure chart levels are all equal.  No
function level is subordinate to another, they are just of
different order to each other.  Functions listed at each level
must add up -- no holes.  That is, each function level must
be 100% complete as determined by the functions of the
levels next to it.  While not required by some value
practitioners, ranking functions listed at each function level
often helps make needed analyses and evaluations better.

A function structure chart frequently has many
levels each with a relatively large listing of functions.  That
is, its structure by design is very open, both broad and deep,
to assure a thorough function analysis.  Because of this
completeness, a function structure chart improves
baselining, benchmarking and best composite development
and often serves as a template for brainstorming an entire
class of projects or products.

A completed function structure chart is an entry
point to Value Control.  The function structure chart shown
is a typical example.  (See Table 1)





DISCUSSION

When facilitating value activity, we somehow
find lacking sufficient means for achieving and sustaining
full utilization of function analysis by independent
individuals and by team members problem solving together.

The “new” and the “different” can surface a fear
of personal embarrassment that is an ever present VE
challenge and function analysis difficulty.

Function analysis is a “new” and “different”
technique to many people.  Problem solving a benign
survival exercise such as “Lost at Sea” offers a relatively
safe way to expose, explore and resolve function analysis
technical and emotional difficulties that otherwise would
not be revealed before live projects are worked.

The three examples presented by the previous
section are only typical function analysis examples that
might be performed together or separately or in a different
sequence.  The Way is really many ways.  The presented
examples and function analysis itself are no exception, they
can and may be performed many, many ways.

For example, for brevity and ease of
understanding, the presented FAST diagram is incomplete.
It lacks scope lines and, unlike the function structure chart,
it does not include the 15 survival items, function level N.
Both the FAST diagram and the function structure chart
incompletely identify the “Lost at Sea” primary overall
function objective as “Be Rescued” rather than “Save Life.”
Also, additional function levels (such as level 4, level 5, ...)
are not shown by either the FAST diagram or the function
structure chart, Figure 4 and Table 1.

Function analysis sometimes is performed by
participants with little or no direct involvement with the
value practitioner.  That is, the practitioner, “us,” outlines
how it is to be done and then stands back as participants,
“they,” do function analysis starting with a clean sheet
“zero baseline.”

An alternative and frequently more effective
“jump start” approach is the value practitioner prepares
“stake in the ground” baseline function analyses (“butcher
paper” documentations, FAST diagrams, function structure
charts, etc.).  Then, participants with the practitioner, “we,”
work in a close direct partnership.  Together, we review the
baseline and then benchmark and conduct best composite
development followed by brainstorming for world class
innovation and excellence.

Doing function analysis only one way or another is a
disservice to all.  Creativity can be stifled by too much or
too little mandated procedure; just enough systematic
discipline is a needed delicate balance.  Function analysis
should be taught and done the common sense way or ways
that best fit real needs of the particular situation at hand.

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS

Function analysis with a disciplined VE study job plan
is a principle means for individuals and teams to achieve
outstanding results with superior value.

A function structure chart might be a “middle-of-the-
road” approach to function analysis for many people.  It is a
good motivator because it directly demonstrates the
usefulness of function analysis for completely
understanding and solving a problem systematically, front
to back, back to front, top-down and bottom-up.

“Butcher paper documentation” is a useful function
analysis “starter.”  It can assist conducting and preparing
more difficult function analyses such as the FAST diagram
and the function structure chart.

Value practitioners are encouraged to use “ice
breaker” problem solving exercises such as “Lost at Sea”
since these exercises are a means for JIT “learn by doing.”

Early up-front problem solving exercises assist value
practitioners and participants by providing an opportunity
window relatively risk free from personal embarrassment.

Requirements and benefits of function analysis for
team problem solving are many and require demonstration
and additional training, preferably before starting live
projects.
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